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Abstract—Protein-DNA interactions are essential to constructing
biological devices for synthetic gene circuits. Ideal devices
should be interoperable and extensible with respect to each
other. They should also exhibit minimal unwanted interactions
with the host cells in which they reside and be portable between
different host chassis. Here, we discuss two classes of proteinDNA devices, memory modules and transcription factors, that
can be used to construct genetic circuits with novel
functionalities. In addition, we describe a methodology for
identifying candidate DNA targets to be used in designing
artificial protein-DNA interactions. We identified 9 base-pair
(bp) sites within each of six useful host organisms that were
absent in individual host genomes but were unable to find any 9
bp sites that were absent from all of the genomes. Extending our
search to 12 bp and 15 bp DNA sequences revealed tens of
thousands and millions, respectively, of DNA sequences that
were absent in all host organisms we evaluated; these sequences
were targetable by publicly accessible zinc-finger methodologies.
By targeting these sites, it may be possible to build
interoperable, orthogonal, and portable protein-DNA devices.
This work lays a foundation for future efforts to engineer novel
biological devices in the emerging field of synthetic biology.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Engineering biological circuits differs from electrical
circuits in several significant ways [1, 2]. First, biological
“wiring” is conferred by chemical specificity and localization

rather than physical connections as in electronics. Second,
electrical parts can be rapidly instantiated while wellcharacterized biological parts are relatively scarce. Third, the
rules that govern fundamental concepts such as modularity,
orthogonality, and reliability are not well understood in
biological systems compared with electronics.
Protein-DNA interactions are crucial in determining the
specificity of many biological parts, including recombinases
and transcription factors. Since biological circuits operate in
the context of their host cellular chassis, one must take
potential interactions with cellular proteins and DNA, in
addition to other synthetic devices, into account when
designing biological systems. In order to design synthetic parts
which are less likely to interact with the host chassis, we have
identified DNA sequences which are absent or underrepresented in host genomes. Ideally, we would like to target
DNA sequences which are absent across multiple host species
to maximize the potential portability of the resulting devices.
II.

SINGLE-INVERTASE MEMORY MODULES (SIMMS)

We have previously designed Single Invertase Memory
Modules (SIMMs) to encode memory into the DNA of living
cells (Figure 1) [3]. A SIMM is composed of a gene encoding
a bidirectional recombinase, of which >100 are known [4], in
between two copies of the recombinase’s DNA recognition
sites. The DNA sites are oriented towards each other such that
Figure 1. The Single Invertase Memory Module (SIMM) has
opposing recombinase recognition sites (grey arrows) which
contain between them an inverted promoter (PREAD), a
synthetic ribosome-binding-sequence (RBS), a recombinase
gene (Recombinase) and an ssrA-based degradation tag
(deg). A SIMM maintains memory based on DNA
orientation, which is inverted when the recombinase is
expressed, enabling two distinct states. Upon flipping, the
originally inverted promoter (PREAD) becomes upright,
enabling the expression of downstream genes as outputs. A
two-color system, as shown here, can be used to characterize
SIMMs. The PREAD promoters produce GFP or mCherry
fluorescence depending on SIMM orientation. The RBS and
degradation tags control the expression and temporal
stability of the bidirectional recombinases. This design is
extensible due to >100 known recombinases.
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recombinase activity achieves inversion rather than excision
due to the fundamental biochemical mechanisms of
recombinases proteins. Upon expression of the recombinase
by an upstream promoter, the SIMM inverts and further
recombinase expression ceases. This biological memory
architecture resembles static RAM (SRAM) in that it only
requires active transcription and translation to transition
between memory states but not for the maintenance of
memory, which is hardcoded into DNA orientation. This is in
contrast to other biological memory designs, such as the
toggle switch (Figure 2) [5], which are analogous to dynamic
RAM (DRAM) in that they require active transcription and
translation to maintain their epigenetic state. In addition, each
bit of memory encoded by a toggle switch requires two
transcriptional repressor proteins, while each bit of memory
encoded by a SIMM requires only one recombinase (Figure
2). This is an advantage in favor of SIMMs due to the shortage
of parts in synthetic biology.
SIMMs achieve interoperability and extensibility because
each recombinase protein type has unique DNA target sites
which are not recognized by other recombinase protein types.
Thus, multiple recombinases can be used together in a single
cell without significant interference. To extend the library of
available recombinases, investigators have explored the design
of artificial recombinases. Artificial site-specific recombinases
which act upon specific DNA sites can be constructed by
combining DNA-targeting domains with recombinase effector
domains [6-8]. Such DNA-targeting domains must be
engineered to be orthogonal with each other and the host
chassis in order to enable proper operation.
III.

SYNTHETIC TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

In addition to recombinase-based memory modules,
transcription factors constitute a major class of biological
devices. Transcription factors rely on targeted protein-DNA
interactions in order to maintain specificity and avoid
crosstalk. Transcription factors can be built by fusing DNAbinding domains and transcriptional effector domains together
into a single protein. For example, Joung et al. described a
bacterial two-hybrid (B2H) system in which zinc-finger (ZF)
arrays bind to specific DNA targets upstream of a weak
promoter and recruit RNA polymerase to activate transcription
[9]. Others, including us, have designed zinc-finger and TALFigure 2. The toggle switch
involves two transcriptional
repressors, each of which
suppresses the expression of
the other. This architecture
can produce bistable states
that can be toggled by the
addition
of
inducer
molecules that deactivate
one of the repressors. It
requires active transcription
and translation to maintain
memory.

effector transcription factors in eukaryotes [10-16].
Cys2-His2 zinc fingers (ZFs) are useful elements for
implementing orthogonal and tunable regulatory elements for
synthetic biology. The DNA-binding specificities of ZFs can
be engineered to target a wide range of sequences. Moreover,
they can be used to target longer DNA sequences by
covalently linking them into multi-finger arrays [10, 17-19].
Several robust and public platforms are available for
engineering arrays with multiple zinc finger, including the
Oligomerized Pool Engineering (OPEN) [20, 21] and ContextDependent Assembly (CoDA) [19] methods. Proprietary
libraries of zinc-finger arrays have also been described and
used for a variety of genome-targeting applications [22, 23].
In contrast to previously described selection-based
approaches [24, 25], OPEN obviates the need to construct and
test very large combinatorial ZF libraries (>108 in size). This
is a significant advantage that enables OPEN to performed
very rapidly while maintaining high-quality ZF arrays. OPEN
utilizes a library of pre-validated ZF pools (consisting of ZFs
which are targeted to a given three base-pair “subsite” at a
defined position within a three-finger protein). These pools are
then shuffled to create a small but diverse library of variant ZF
arrays. This library is probed with a B2H selection system
where the binding of a ZF domain to it a target DNA site
activates the expression of selectable marker genes [9].
Following this round of selection, a quantitative lacZ reporter
system is used to measure how well each resulting ZF array
activates transcription [26].
Recently, the Joung lab also described CoDA [19], which
is a simplified platform of publicly available reagents and
software for constructing ZF arrays. The success rate of CoDA
is comparable to selection-based methods while being rapid
and requiring no specialized expertise. With standard
molecular cloning techniques or DNA synthesis, ZF arrays
can be constructed with CoDA in one to two weeks or less.
The CoDA system has been validated as a robust ZF
engineering platform by being used to successfully engineer
arrays for over 200 different 9 base-pair target sites.
In addition to ZFs, other modular protein domains can be
used for programmable DNA binding. For instance, TAL
(transcription activator-like) domains from Xanthomonas
bacteria can be engineered readily [16]. TAL domains contain
~34 amino-acid residues. Each domain binds to a single basepair of DNA; the specificity of binding is determined by the
identities of two amino acids [27, 28]. Like ZFs, more
extended arrays capable of binding to longer DNA sequences
can be constructed by linking multiple TAL domains together;
this capability has been validated by engineering TAL arrays
fused to nucleases for inducing targeted alterations in
endogenous human genes [27, 29-31].
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IV.

TABLE I.

COMPUTATIONAL SEARCH FOR UNDER-REPRESENTED
DNA TARGETS

Organism

Synthetic biological devices, such as recombinases and
transcription factors, should exhibit minimal undesirable
interactions with the host chassis in which they reside. Thus,
we sought to assemble a library of potential DNA targets with
the hypothesis that these DNA targets should be absent or
under-represented in the genomes of host organisms to
decrease the probability of unwanted device-host interactions.
This approach for constructing synthetic protein-DNA
interactions is substantially different than ones described for
targeting endogenous DNA sites.
To isolate under-represented DNA sites, we used available
FASTA files for the hosts Escherichia coli str. K-12 substr.
MG1655, Bacillus subtilis BSn5, Saccharomyces cerevisiae
S288c, Pichia pastoris GS115, Schizosaccharomyces pombe
972h and Kluyveromyces lactis NRRL Y-1140. These hosts
were chosen due to their potential utility for biotechnology
and synthetic biology. From these genomes, we extracted the
number of instances of all the 9 base-pair (bp) and 12 bp DNA
sequences possible.
The program used for this approach sought to determine
the number of occurrences of a given physical double-stranded
DNA segment in a genome. This was done by using a slidingwindow with a fixed size to represent one strand of DNA and
counting how many times the strand or its complement
(ordered 5' to 3') appeared in a given FASTA file. Care was
taken to count combinations arising from the circular property
of some of the DNA.
All sequences found in the genomes that contained IUPAC
nucleotides other than A, T, G and C (e.g. N, M or R) were
not added to the database. The final database took into account
all the possible 9 bp and 12 bp double-stranded sequences per
chromosome or mitochondrion in each organism. Thus, the
databases effectively covered all possible 262,144 and
16,777,216 combinations, respectively, while accounting for
the fact that a given sequence represents the same physical
double-stranded DNA as its reverse complement.
From this database we could perform multiple queries,
such as finding 9 bp DNA target sites which occur in genomes
only 0 to 2 times. For each candidate site, we also evaluated
whether available subsites or their complements were
available for targeting by zinc-finger arrays with the OPEN
method by referencing the ZiFiT zinc-finger array designer
software [32]. The ZiFDB database was also used to identify
candidate sites for which existing zinc-finger arrays have been
described [33]. We found no 9 bp sites that were absent from
all of the organisms tested, suggesting that 9 bp may be too
short of a sequence with which to develop synthetic proteinDNA interactions which are portable and orthogonal with
respect to host genomes. Table I summarizes this data.

NUMBER OF 9 BP DNA SITES IN HOST ORGANISMS

# of instances # of such 9 bp Of those, # in
in genome
sequences
ZiFiT/ZiFDB

E. coli

0

1251

114

B. subtilis

0

299

27

S. cerevisiae

0

1

0

P. pastoris

0

15

2

S. pombe

0

38

7

K. lactis

0

53

3

SUBTOTAL

0

1657

153

E. coli

1

1482

101

B. subtilis

1

776

89

S. cerevisiae

1

8

0

P. pastoris

1

117

11

S. pombe

1

128

18

K. lactis

1

186

18

SUBTOTAL

1

2697

237

E. coli

2

1433

109

B. subtilis

2

1393

143

S. cerevisiae

2

26

1

P. pastoris

2

203

19

S. pombe

2

229

28

K. lactis

2

341

34

SUBTOTAL

2

3625

334

TOTAL

0-2

7979

724

For evaluating the availability of 12 bp candidate sites, we
chose to look at 0-instance sequences in the genomes of the 6
organisms described above. A sequence was considered
available for construction if the first 9 bp subsequence or the
last 9 bp subsequence was available in ZiFiT’s OPEN method
and the rest of the sequence, a triplet, was available in ZiFiT’s
OPEN method for any position. This was done because the
ZiFiT’s OPEN method is currently focused on three-finger
arrays and we assumed that a four-finger array to target 12 bp
DNA sites could be constructed by fusing an additional zincfinger to the array.
We found 25,684 available 12 bp candidate sites where the
first 9 bp subsequence was in ZiFiT and 26,438 candidate sites
where the last 9 bp subsequence was in ZiFiT. The total
number of candidate sites was 35,632. The following is a
sample of some of these candidate DNA sites:
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5'GGCGCGTGTTTT3',
5'GCCGCGTGTTTT3',
5'GCTTAGGGGTTT3',
5'TAGGGGGCTTTT3',
5'GGGTCTGATTTT3',
5'GGGGCCTTGTTT3'
where
italicized base-pairs represent ones for which the ZiFiT
assumption described above was made.
We also considered 15 bp sites which contained a viable 9
bp site with the rest of the sequence filled with triplets from
the ZiFiT OPEN program. In addition to the 6 organisms
mentioned above, we filtered out any sequences that appeared
in Mus musculus or Homo sapiens. We found 3,111,653 0instance 15 bp sites that were available for targeting by zincfinger arrays constructed using OPEN.
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We have presented two device architectures, SIMMs and
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revealed that no 9 bp site that was absent from all of the host
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